The
Ekkremon
Manifesto

The Ekkremon journey towards sustainability has been a profound shift in the way we
think about and see the world.
It has been a challenge to many of our beliefs and assumptions.

WHAT HAVE WE DONE?
Since 2006 we have journeyed on the ROAD TO RESILIENCE by making a:


Shift from coal to solar - thus eliminating our emissions associated with electricity
production and consumption.



Shift from petrol to electric - thus eliminating our vehicle's exhaust pipe emissions and use
of petrol.



Shift from consumption to conservation - thus reducing our use of (solar) electricity;
reducing our use of natural gas; reducing our use of mains drinking water by 71%.



Shift from inefficiency to efficiency - thus increasing our diesel fuel efficiency.



Shift from loss to gain - through double glazing window retrofit thus reducing heat loss and
gaining thermal comfort.



Shift from waste to food - thus reducing our use of landfill and associated methane
emissions by reducing waste volumes and eliminating organic matter from landfill streams;
composting, keeping free-range chickens and re-using waste generated.



Shift from indifference to making a difference - thus 'being the change you want to see'.



Shift from fear to preparation - thus accepting uncertainty and the need to adapt, assessing
risks, learning new skills and teaching others.



Shift from competition to collaboration - thus maximising the chance of success and putting
the common good ahead of self-interest.



Shift from concern to contribution - thus investing in sustainable superannuation funds,
responsible community banks, supporting green energy ventures and contributing to
selected activist organisations.



Shift from isolation to connection - thus volunteering in our local community, school and
Scouting group.



Shift from consumer to constituent - thus using one's purchasing power to vote for change,
and engaging in the political process to influence change.



Shift from silo to synthesis - thus expanding our thinking, challenging our ideologies, and
applying our cross-sector, cross-company and cross-functional learnings.
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HOW DID WE DO IT?
Our actions have been a combination of reduced consumption, capital investments, continual
learning and behaviour changes.
See Appendix – Our Completed Action List.

WHY ARE WE DOING THIS?

WHY?
Because we accept the evidence that:


We live on a finite planet Earth. Our physical resources (non-renewable energy, water and
materials) will not last forever if we continue to be driven by growth reliant, economy
centric global expansion, coupled with exponentially greater world population and
increasing per-head consumption, driven by take-make-waste industrial processes.



It is the ecology, not the economy that supports us, and provides and maintains services that
are fundamental to the quality of our life on Earth. For example the hydrological cycle,
climate regulation, soil production/fertility, protection from erosion, nutrient
storage/cycling, pollutant breakdown/absorption.



Our financial and business systems function independently from, and appear to place no
value on the natural world. These systems rely on us to increase our consumption (thus
depleting natural resources and increasing waste) to serve the belief that consumerism is
the only path to continual economic growth. These systems are driving the wrong
behaviours. In the Western world, we are encouraged to over-consume as if natural
resources were infinite. We are aggressively marketed to and impelled to over-consume as
if that will make us happier, as if using too much is something to be proud of, as if our
identities are to defined by our consumption levels.

Why?
Because we need to challenge and reject the current linear take-make-waste model for industry, its
processes and products, and replace it with closed loop regenerative practices that are designed for
making a positive restorative impact, with:
- no waste,
- no harm,
- repair, re-use, recycle and remanufacture, with
- minimal resource consumption, using 100% renewable inputs.
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Why?
Because we need a new version of capitalism. We believe that:


Business is part of society, not separate from it. As such, it has obligations not only to
deliver fair returns to shareholders, but to make positive and inclusive contributions to the
overall ecological and social well-being of the countries where it operates.



Business has an obligation to focus on the long term, and seek to address the big social and
ecological issues that confront humanity; one where the needs of citizens and communities
carry the same weight as the demands of shareholders. (After all, it is the past systemic
failures of business, markets - and governments - that have created these big issues we are
all now faced with.…)



We need to decouple business and economic growth from resource intensity, waste and
ecological degradation and social injustice.



We need to use true/full cost accounting for not just financial and manufactured capital, but
also for human, social and natural capital.



We need to challenge and reject the current form of market economy - where the pursuit of
self-interest, competition and profit maximisation is allowed to dominate and damage our
shared ecology and humanity. We need to modify this and create a system where
businesses are rewarded for cooperation, collaboration, and their contribution to
maximising the common good.



We need to win back the confidence of communities by showing that business can be more
about making money – it can also be ecologically and socially useful.

Why?
And because we believe that the majority of past and current global political and business leaders
have failed to rapidly and radically act. This failure to act means we ALL now have no choice but to
try and “be the change you want to see in the world”.

Why?
And finally, because we believe our actions and role modelling will assist our children (and others) to
develop the life skills to be able to survive and prosper in a future world that is potentially politically
unstable due to a lack of access to safe water, food, land and non-renewable energy, and in a world
that is climatically extreme and dangerous.
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Reduced consumption of fossil fuels (coal fired electricity, gas and oil based petrol) through a variety of
behaviour changes and capital investments:
 Installed ten 170W solar panels with maximum generation capacity of 11kWhr per day (and managed
carefully our consumption, limiting this to a target maximum of 5kWhr per day)
 Retrofitted all windows with secondary glazing (Magnetite)
 Installed solar hot water system, heated by 22 evacuated tubes and (winter only) natural gas booster
 Replaced tiled roof with metal roof with added R3.1 insulation
 Used passive heating and cooling methods to minimize need for electricity use via air conditioner or
fans, including solar powered roof-heat extraction fan (SolarWhiz)
 Replaced incandescent light globes with energy efficient light globes and LEDs
 Turned appliances off at the wall when not in use, not leaving them on standby
 Used sun and air drying for clothes
 Used public transport, walked or rode where possible
 Replaced unleaded petrol vehicle with Electric Vehicle (Nissan LEAF, then BMW i3)
 Changed diesel vehicle with newer engine technology to improve fuel efficiency (Subaru diesel
Outback)
 Maintained fuel efficient behaviour and driving habits (5-6 lt/100km)
Reduced consumption of mains water through a variety of behaviour changes and capital investments:
 Installed 4 rainwater collection tanks with total storage capacity of 3800 litres and plumbed to toilets
and washing machine
 Installed flow regulators in shower heads
 Collected and re-used rainwater run-off and cold-to-warm water from a variety of sources
 Re-used greywater from washing machine outlet piped to sub surface irrigation tubes
 Re-used bath greywater pumped to garden
 Used mulch on all (native) gardens
Reduced waste to landfill through a variety of behaviour changes:
 Re-used and recycled all items where possible
 Bought second hand where possible
 Composted all organic waste
 Kept free-range chickens and returned waste nutrients to soil
 Grown own vegetables where possible
Continually challenged all consumption and purchasing choices:
 “Consume with a conscience”
 Learned more about embedded energy and water in consumer products and supply chains, and
impact on social justice
Actively participated in a range of sustainability learning and influencing opportunities, including Carbon
Solutions Forum, Sustainable Supply Chain Forums, National Sustainable Food Summit, Sustainable Living
Workshops, Innovating for Green Growth, All-Energy Conferences, SUSOP, VECCI briefings, International Green
Awards, Lean to Green forums, Breakthrough Forum, Blue Economy, Project Drawdown.
Lobbied local, state and federal governments for change via letters on the topics of gross solar feed in tariffs,
renewable energy, danger of endless economic growth, taxation reform and economic justice, root causes and
mechanisms.
Actively raised awareness of sustainability issues and solutions through professional and personal networks.
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